Abstract-Primary-backup replication enables arbitrary services, which need not be built as deterministic state machines, to be reliable against server crashes. Further, when the primary does not crash, the performance can be close to that of an un-replicated, 1-server system and is arguably far better than what state machine replication can offer. These advantages have made primary-backup replication a widely used technique in commercial provisioning of services, even though the technique assumes that residual software bugs in a server system can lead only to crashes and cannot result in state corruption. This assumption cannot hold against an attacker intent on exploiting vulnerabilities and corrupting the service state when attacks lead to intrusions. This paper presents a system, called FORTRESS, which can encapsulate a primary-backup system and safeguard it from being intruded. At its core, FORTRESS applies proactive obfuscation techniques in a manner appropriate to primarybackup replication and deploys proxy servers for additional defence. Gain in intrusion resilience is shown to be substantial when assessed through analytical evaluations and simulations for a range of attacker scenarios. Further, by implementing two web-based applications, the average performance drop is demonstrated to be in the order of tens of milliseconds even when obfuscation intervals are as small as tens of seconds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Literature on fault-tolerance reports two prominent ways of replicating a service. State machine replication [16] (SMR, for short) and primary-backup replication [10] (PB, for short). In SMR, all replicated servers execute every client request and clients accept identical responses from a majority of servers as the correct response. So long as faulty servers are a minority, their failures are masked and hence failure detection and fault replacement can be second order concerns in SMR.
SMR however imposes a requirement [16] that all replicas reach an identical state after processing any given client request. Hence, (i) they must reach consensus [7] on the order in which they process client requests and, (ii) all sources of non-determinism in the software must be removed or their manifestations be handled during run-time. Request ordering adds a constant run-time overhead; enforcing deterministic execution needs to address two major problems [6] , [11] : being highly architecture-specific, it requires a comprehensive understanding of the instruction set being executed and the sources of external events; secondly, it results in an unacceptable overhead when applied in multi-processor systems where shared-memory communication between processors must be accurately tracked and propagated.
In PB replication, one of the replicated servers is designated as the primary and the other(s) as backup(s); client requests are processed only by the primary which continually sends state updates to backups; if the primary ever crashes, a backup takes over as the new primary. (See Chapter 8 of [10] for details.)
When the primary is operative, PB performance can be close to that of a 1-server system and the shortfall is due only to the primary having to reliably state-update the backups [9] . Recent investigations [6] affirm that this shortfall can be minimized considerably by performing updates asynchronously without compromising correctness when the primary crashes.
Furthermore, unlike in SMR, PB replication does not require that a service be built as a deterministic state machine. This removes the burden of having to remove or handle sources of non-determinism, in particular, when the service is composed using a legacy software or evolves over its lifetime. These advantages have made PB replication a useful and widelyused technique in a variety of application contexts, including real-time [22] and mission-critical contexts [6] .
With the proliferation of web-accessed services, attacks by malicious users remain a growing threat to service reliability. An attacker seeks to exploit a vulnerability in software. When an attack succeeds, an intrusion occurs and the intruded server crashes or, in the worst case, operates under the attacker's control. Modern service software is so complex and evolving that removing all vulnerabilities and maintaining vulnerabilityfreeness are near impossible. This situation has led to the intrusion tolerance approach which regards that intrusions can occur despite the preventive measures in place and seeks to maintain reliability even if a few replicas are intruded.
Due to its masking ability, SMR readily progresses into being intrusion-tolerant, provided that the replicas are built to be intrusion-independent: an exploit that succeeds on one replica cannot intrude others. Most intrusion-tolerant systems use SMR, e.g., [3] , [4] , [12] , [17] , [19] . PB replication, on the other hand, can tolerate only crash failures and the replicated system, in its entirety, fails or, even worse, gets compromised if an intrusion corrupts primary state or enables the attacker to control primary execution, respectively.
In practice, PB systems assume (often implicitly) that the measures put in place prevent attacks from gaining intrusions or block intrusions from corrupting service state. This paper aims to strengthen this assumption by making a PB system resilient to those attacks and intrusions against which conventional preventive measures may not be effective.
An obvious, intrusion-tolerance approach is to swiftly detect and isolate the intruded primary and then initiate a take over as though the primary had "crashed". It poses two obstacles. Perfect and swift detection of intrusions still remains an elusive goal [14] ; even if it were feasible, intrusion-independence requires that backups cannot be exact replicas of the primary which complicates the normal-mode, state-update process.
Here, we pursue a different approach that does not warrant perfect intrusion detection or even any structural changes to an existing PB system, yet adds intrusion-resilience capabilities to a significant degree in return for a very small performance drop. Presenting this approach and demonstrating the end results are our main contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach to address the problem of making an existing PB system resilient to intrusions when conventional measures cannot prevent an intrusion from corrupting primary state, and to do so without requiring prompt and perfect detection of intrusions.
At the heart of our approach are the recent developments in program obfuscation [15] which make it difficult for an attacker to exploit a common class of vulnerabilities, even if the attacker knows that such a vulnerability is present in a server system; the attacker's difficulty is upheld over time, when obfuscation is repeated periodically. These techniques, collectively called proactive obfuscation [13] , are suitably adapted to preserve the useful features of a PB system. The paper presents, in Section 2, a class of vulnerabilities found quite commonly in distributed systems, proactive obfuscation, and the techniques that can be used to circumvent obfuscation. Section 3 presents the architecture of the FORTRESS system. Section 4 analyzes the improvement in intrusion resilience achieved through the use of FORTRESS. Section 5 experimentally evaluates the performance overhead caused by FORTRESS. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND First, we discuss UCIT vulnerabilities that can be exploited to inject and execute an arbitrary piece of code on target systems. Then we examine proactive obfuscation and, finally, discuss distributed attacks and the implications these attacks have on our modeling of intrusion attempts.
A. UCIT Vulnerabilities
Unauthorized Control Information Tampering vulnerabilities (UCIT vulnerabilities) were first categorised in [5] . They are vulnerabilities, such as unchecked buffers, that make it possible for maliciously crafted messages to overflow control structures such as the stack or the heap. This allows an attacker to inject his own malicious code into a target system and change control information so that his code gets executed.
Exploitation of these vulnerabilities to cause an injected piece of code to be executed requires the attacker to have a considerable knowledge of the internal layout and details of the target system. This can be achieved, as noted in [5] , by running a local system with identical hardware and software.
B. Proactive Obfuscation
Proactive obfuscation combines two techniques: program obfuscation and periodic re-obfuscation. An obfuscator (see [2] , [13] , [15] ) takes two inputs, a program P and a secret key k and outputs a program P' that is semantically equivalent to P. A vulnerability in P is also present in P'; it cannot however be exploited without knowing k if P' is used (in stead of P).
Program obfuscation is essentially randomization of executables obtained through a variety of techniques, such as address space layout randomization (ASLR) [21] and instruction set randomization (ISR) [8] , or a combination of them. The number of keys available while using a given technique is implementation-and system-dependent but is typically quite large; say, for ASLR, it can be up to 2 16 for 32 bit systems and between 2 32 and 2 40 for 64 bit systems. Since k is chosen from a large space, the probability of guessing it out-right is negligible, e.g., less than 0.1% if the key space is 2 10 . Program obfuscation within an SMR system works as follows. All server replicas have obfuscated executables obtained from a common software P, but each replica is obfuscated with a distinct, randomly selected key. Consequently, if the SMR system is designed to tolerate at most f, f > 1 intruded replicas, then at least (f +1) of the keys used must be known to the attacker for exploiting a vulnerability in P. Thus, given that the key selection process is securely carried out, the amount of work required of an attacker to compromise the SMR system is (f + 1) times the work needed to intrude a single replica.
Even though the key-space is large, an attacker can deduce the keys used within an SMR system over time by launching a series of derandomization attacks (discussed in § II-C). To spoil this advantage that an attacker has, replicas are periodically shut down, rebooted, randomized with a different, newly selected k, and initialized with the correct service state. Thus, if an attacker manages to deduce the key used in a replica, then that advantage is erased once that replica is reobfuscated with a different key. The re-obfuscation period is referred to as unit time-step or migration interval.
We will make three important observations on the reobfuscation process. First, it involves several activities, all of which must be carried out in a secure manner. Secondly, a given key may be selected for use, through the random selection process, several times over the system lifetime. However, each selection allows it to be used continuously for only one unit time-step; at the end of that time-step, a used key emigrates out of the SMR system and does not become eligible for selection until another key is chosen. Finally, since the number of replicas deployed within practical SMR systems is considerably smaller than the key-space, forbidding the emigrating keys from being candidates for just one selection would still leave a large enough space to select from.
The infrastructure mechanisms needed for supporting proactive obfuscation make use of several trusted components and are detailed in [13] . Two trial implementations in [13] show that proactive obfuscation is a practical technique. Similar infrastructure has also been implemented by [3] , [4] , [19] without an explicit use of program obfuscation.
Finally, we note that all replicas of an SMR system need not be re-obfuscated at the same time after a unit time-step; they can be, and are in [13] , re-obfuscated at different timing instances while ensuring that at least (2f + 1) replicas are servicing client requests at any given time. Thus, periodic reobfuscation can be done without affecting SMR performance. This feature cannot be preserved in a primary-backup system as only the primary is doing the computation.
C. Derandomization Attacks
The rationale behind the randomization techniques, such as ASLR and ISR, is that if the attacker builds his exploit using a key that is different from the one used on a given replica, he cannot inject his malicious code at the correct location within that replica's address space (when ASLR is used) nor can he build his code with correctly randomized instructions (when ISR is used). Consequently, the attack merely causes the replica to crash but can never lead to an intrusion.
Note that an attacker choosing a wrong key for his exploit causes a replica to crash; conversely, if he learns that his attack has caused a replica to crash, he can deduce that the key he chose for his exploit is not the same as the one used in that replica. This aspect and the fact that the key space is publicly known form the basis for derandomization attacks in [18] and [20] which deduce the key used in a reasonable number of trials, when ASLR and ISR are used respectively. The derandomization process pursued in [18] , [20] is basically one of elimination: choose a key to construct an exploit, eliminate it from the search space if the target is observed to crash, and thus continue to narrow down the search space until the key chosen leads to the injected code being executed. (In [20] , the right key needs to be discovered in parts.)
Though the experiments of [18] and [20] were directed at ASLR and ISR, derandomisation attacks could, in principle, be extended to any form of randomisation, as the underlying rationale behind any form of program obfuscation is the same.
The following observation by [18] has a profound implication on the choice of unit time-step duration for SMR: the derandomisation attacks of [18] succeeded after a good number of attempts, even if the target was re-obfuscated every time after it crashed. So, if re-obfuscation of SMR replicas is done infrequently, say, to reduce the overhead, an attacker could manage to have the keys of (at least) (f + 1) replicas deduced at any given time; in that case, he could have more than f replicas intruded at the same time. This would violate the basic SMR assumption; hence, during re-obfuscation, the re-booted replicas are not guaranteed to be initialized with the correct service state and, subsequently, the SMR system could fail, i.e., the system compromise could occur.
Choice of unit time-step duration thus influences the system lifetime which is defined as the time elapsed between the deployment of an intrusion-tolerant system and the instance when the number of simultaneously intruded replicas exceed the tolerance threshold. Smaller unit time-step durations can result in longer lifetimes; they do increase the number of reobfuscations carried out per hour of lifetime and hence they can increase the ratio of re-obfuscation overheads to lifetime.
One way to increase the unit time-step duration without risking a reduction in lifetime is to reduce the possibility of derandomization attacks leading to simultaneous intrusions exceeding the tolerance threshold. This can be accomplished by placing proxy servers between replicas and clients. These proxies act as intermediaries by forwarding client requests to replicas and responses to clients. They thus prevent an attacker from monitoring the response times over direct TCP connections to the replicas and thereby remove the most direct way to discover if a guess on the key has caused a crash or not. (So, proxies are used in FORTRESS -see § III.)
D. Distributed attacks
Distributed attacks involve an attacker using multiple machines, e.g., by using bot-nets [1] , to launch attacks on a target system (which in our case is a replicated server system). This means that an attacker will generally be able to launch as many attacks as he wishes, and hence will be able to attack every publicly accessible replica or proxy (if used) in the system at the same rate, regardless of the number of these replicas/proxies present. That is, the attack rate on publicly accessible replicas/proxies can be arbitrarily high.
We note that distributed attacks can be divided into two types, regarding the ultimate purpose they are launched for: those aiming to attack the availability of a system (denial of service, DoS, attacks) and those aiming to compromise service integrity by corrupting the service state and/or breach confidentiality by gaining access to the information stored in the system. The techniques considered in this work are designed specifically against the attacks of the latter type; other techniques will be required to safeguard against DoS attacks.
When the attacker's aim is only to breach the integrity or confidentiality of a target system, it is in his interest not to flood the system to the point that it shuts down. His goal would be to keep the system available so that integrity and confidentiality could be breached by compromising a sufficient number of replicas.
This means that, even for a distributed attacker, there exists a finite, upper bound on the number of attacks launched on a replicated server system in a given period of time. In practice, this bound is likely to be set either by the number of requests the system can process, or the number of malicious requests that can be safely sent without raising suspicion among system administrators. (Note: attack detection and monitoring measures do have a significant role to play here in raising alerts; on the other hand, SMR and FORTRESS do not have to rely on an intrusion being detected when an undetected attack leads to an intrusion; While SMR tolerates intrusions, FORTRESS makes it harder for an attack to cause intrusions.)
Throughout the paper, we assume that a server can be subject to at most β attacks in any unit time-step. In modeling terms, existence of β means that the probability of an attacker deducing the key used in any given replica within the unit time-step duration is less than 1 if the number of available keys is larger than β.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The FORTRESS approach involves two key techniques. The first of these is to introduce a new tier of nodes, which we call the proxy tier, in front of the server or application tier in two or three tier systems, respectively. A 3-tier system comprises web, application, and data tiers, and the latter two form a single, server tier in a 2-tier system. In what follows, the tier right next to the proxy tier would be referred to as the server tier that houses server replicas. Proxy nodes forward the (signed) client requests to all nodes in the server tier and the (signed) responses from the primary back to the client. Figure  1 illustrates these flows and, for clarity, only one proxy node is shown to forward client requests.
The server tier is configured to accept requests only from the proxy nodes, preventing an attacker from directly communicating with the server nodes, resulting in a series of difficulties for the attacker as discussed in sub-section II-C (and re-visited in § IV-C). The proxy tier offers, like ramparts, a defensive platform against attacks being launched directly on the server nodes (hence the name FORTRESS).
The second technique used is proactive obfuscation which is implemented using the infrastructure for proactive obfuscation (IPO) of [13] but adapted for primary-backup systems. The adaptation requires additional infrastructure components, namely a name server (NS) and a pool of spare nodes (see Figure 1) , whose roles will be discussed shortly. In FORTRESS, the nodes of both the proxy and the server tiers are obfuscated at the start and re-obfuscated periodically thereafter.
As noted earlier (in § II-B), replicas within an SMR system can be re-obfuscated at distinct timing instances. Pursuing the same approach for a primary-backup system introduces two sources of overhead, as we discuss below.
Suppose that the nodes of the primary-backup server tier are re-obfuscated at distinct instances. Let these nodes be A, B and C, with A currently acting as the primary. Just before A's re-obfuscation is due, say at t A , A must relinquish its primary role, say, to B. That is, re-obfuscation of A invokes a fail-over which any primary-backup system must be able to handle. (In a normal system, fail-over occurs whenever the primary crashes and handling an obfuscation-induced fail-over is relatively easier since it is an anticipated event.) B must be due for its re-obfuscation sometime at or before t A +Δ, where Δ is the unit time-step duration. So, before t A + Δ, B must transfer the primary role to A or C. Thus, handling at least one obfuscation-induced fail-over for every Δ is inevitable. A failover slows down the system responsiveness; so, the number of fail-overs handled per Δ must be kept small and is exactly one in FORTRESS.
Secondly, when, say, A is acting as the primary, it must continually provide state updates to B and C. (An aspect of primary-backup replication for crash-tolerance.) Since the nodes are obfuscated at different instances, their keys would be different; so, A must marshall the state-updates (to a 1) all server and proxy nodes are re-obfuscated at the same timing instance; hence, the start and end times of each unit time-step are identical for all nodes; 2) all server nodes are re-obfuscated with the same, randomly-selected key; and 3) each proxy node is re-obfuscated with a distinct, randomly-selected key (that is not used in any other node in the system at the same time).
Note that the keys used for a given unit time-step are not candidates for selecting keys for the next unit timestep. FORTRESS speeds up the re-obfuscation process by obfuscating spare nodes as server/proxy nodes during a unit time-step and replacing the existing ones with the freshly obfuscated ones at the end of that unit time-step. Thus, re-obfuscation becomes node replacement and state-transfer whereby incoming server nodes receive the service state from the ones being replaced. (This state transfer requires marshalling and unmarshalling.) Thus, the IPO performs the periodic replacement of proxy and server nodes (at the end of each unit time-step), the shutting down and re-booting of replaced nodes, the updating of the name server (NS) with the addresses of the new proxies, the updating of the proxies with addresses of the current server nodes, and obfuscating spare nodes for the next replacement. We refer the reader to [13] , [19] to see that the IPO could securely accomplish all of the above. We simply note here that the IPO of [13] , [19] makes use of several trusted components, synchronized clocks and timely communication links for the purposes of security and timeliness in its operations. The Proxy Tier. It consists of nodes running simple proxy software that can take a client request and pass it to the nodes in the server tier. Similarly, each proxy can take a response from the server tier and pass it back to the client that made the original request. Each node in the proxy tier runs a uniquely randomized diverse executable. It is publicly accessible, and hence open to attacks from anyone with an Internet connection. Throughout this paper we assume that the proxy tier has 3 proxies. The Server Tier. It hosts a primary-backup system; throughout this paper, we assume two backups in addition to a primary. These nodes are identically randomized to reduce state transfer overhead, as the compromise of the primary will result in system compromise even when the backups are not compromised. Nodes in the server tier are not directly accessible to clients. They only accept requests from nodes in the proxy tier, update messages from other server nodes where appropriate, and control messages from the IPO.
A. Replacement and State Transfer
After a set period of time the current proxy and server tiers will be replaced by nodes from the spare pool using new diverse executables. This needs to take place in such a way that the following six requirements must be satisfied:
1. State information is passed from the current server tier to the new server tier without loss, corruption or the possibility of an attacker maliciously changing it.
2. All of the new nodes used to replace the server and proxy tiers are free of malicious intrusions at least until they start processing client requests.
3. All of the nodes in the new proxy tier know the identities of all of the nodes in the new server tier.
4. Clients know the identities of all of the nodes in the new proxy tier.
5. Clients know the public keys required to authenticate the digital signatures of the new server tier.
6. The overhead of replacement and state transfer in terms of time duration in which requests are not being processed should be minimal.
Requirements 1-3 are provided by the IPO. Requirements 4 and 5 are provided by the NS, with the IPO ensuring that the NS has the correct information to satisfy requirement 5. We use spare nodes to achieve requirement 6. The exact overhead is measured in section V.
IV. INTRUSION RESILIENCE IN FORTRESS A. Modelling Node Intrusion
An attack against a node with a UCIT vulnerability will succeed when a malicious request sent to the node fulfils two criteria:
1) The malicious request is appropriately constructed to exploit that vulnerability if no randomisation is in place.
2) The randomisation key chosen for the malicious request is the same as the randomisation key used to produce the diverse executable present on the node. We assume that the attacker is sufficiently skilled that all malicious requests fulfil criterion 1, and that the node is intruded into as soon as the derandomisation attack is successful. If these assumptions do not hold then the attacker would not be able to compromise the system at all. This leads to node intrusion being entirely dependent on meeting criterion 2.
Hence, the probability of a node being intruded during a given unit time-step is the probability that one of the malicious requests processed during that unit time-step had the correct randomization key. This probability depends on the the number of malicious requests β that can be processed during a unit time-step and on the total number γ of keys available for obfuscation.
The presence of these variables leads us to model the probability of a given node being successfully intruded into in a given unit time-step as 0 < α ≤ 1. We assume that α is identical for all nodes that are directly accessible by an attacker. When a server node is accessible only via proxy nodes and all proxies are correct, we consider indirect attacks on servers which will be discussed in Section IV-C. We note that α is constant when proactive obfuscation is used and is time dependent when it is not. This time-dependence arises if an attacker can safely discount some keys an ineffective simply because they were not effective in an earlier attempt.
In our comparative evaluation we consider a wide range of α values, in an attempt to cover all likely values. There is of course the possibility that, for a given combination of system and attacker, α could be outside the parameters considered. These outliers represent attackers who are either so powerful that they manage to achieve β so close to γ that no effective defence can be provided, or so ineffective that no additinal defence needs to be provided.
B. System Models 1) PBSO:
The PBSO system is a primary-backup system with start-up only obfuscation. That is, primary and backups are initially obfuscated and are not re-obfuscated thereafter. The architecture shown in Figure 1 would therefore consist only of the server tier and nothing else. PBSO represents the typical deployment of commercial primary-backup systems.
A primary-backup system is compromised when the primary is intruded. The primary is the only node processing client requests, so we model PBSO as one node, with the system compromise occurring when that node is intruded. Hence, the probability of system compromise in one unit time-step is simply the probability of one node being intruded in one unit time-step.
As no re-obfuscation takes place, the attacker can safely eliminate some keys as ineffective after every unit time-step, so the intrusion probability (and hence the system compromise probability) increases with time. We define the probability of system compromise in unit time-step i to be α i and set α 0 = β γ as none of the γ keys would be known to be ineffective before the first unit time-step.
The i th unit time-step, i ≥ 1, begins with iβ keys having been found ineffective, and hence the probability of system compromise during unit time-step i is
unless fewer than β keys are left to try during step i, in which case the probability of compromise is α i = 1. Hence, the probability α i of system compromise during a unit time-step is:
2) PBPO:
The PBPO system is a primary-backup system with proactive obfuscation. This involves the primary and backups being replaced at the end of each unit time-step in such a way that a new diverse executable is introduced. For PBPO, the system architecture in Figure 1 would have everything except the proxy tier.
The probability of system compromise in one unit time-step is the probability of one node being intruded in one unit timestep, as with the PBSO system. However, unlike PBSO, every unit time-step starts with re-obfuscation; so the probability α of system compromise during any unit time-step is β γ = α 0 .
3) FORTRESS:
A FORTRESS system is compromised when either all of the nodes in the proxy tier are intruded or the primary is intruded. The primary is the only node processing client requests, and can be directly attacked only via an intruded proxy. When a proxy is intruded, it can be used by the attacker to launch attacks directly against the server nodes. Therefore, the probability of the primary being intruded into by a direct attack in a unit time step is α if one or more proxies was already intruded into at the start of that unit timestep and 0 if no proxies were already intruded into at the start of that unit time-step Since the attacker can launch distributed attacks, we assyme that each proxy can be subject to at most β attacks per unit time-step without raising alarms. Hence, the probability of a proxy being intruded into in a unit time-step is taken to be α as well. In what follows, we consider the probability of primary intrusion by indirect attacks, i.e. where no proxy is intruded.
C. Indirect Attacks
We define an indirect attack to be an attempt to intrude into a server with a malicious request launched from a client, and passed to the server via an unintruded proxy. This is in contrast to a direct attack, which would involve a malicious request sent directly from the source of the attack to the target.
At first glance, indirect attacks may appear as likely to succeed as direct attacks. Proxy servers are merely passing on the malicious request, and the server is executing it as if it had been sent directly. However, a closer examination shows the following impediments to indirect attacks.
Firstly, the proxy may have the same vulnerability as the server. For example, an overly long URL string sent to a proxy with the intention of overflowing the buffer in the server it will be passed to, may instead overflow a buffer in the proxy. In this case an indirect attack on the server is impossible and the attacker must instead first use the buffer overflow to successfully intrude into the proxy.
Secondly, the proxy may have defences against vulnerabilities that prevent it from passing on a malicious request to the server. For example, if the proxy defends against attacks involving an overly long URL string by checking the length of the URL string and refusing or truncating overly long requests, then an indirect attack on the server will be impossible, as the original malicious request will never be passed to the server.
Finally, even if the malicious request is successfully passed to the server, the presence of a proxy may reduce the opportunity for the attacker to get the feedback needed to detect a successful attack. Attacks against randomized systems such as those in [18] typically rely on using many malicious requests to perform a brute force attack against the randomization key. Each of these requests contains a very small piece of malicious code, designed to produce a response from the server that will be measurably different if the correct randomization key was chosen than if it was not.
While the presence of a proxy between the attacker and the server does not generally prevent communication from the server to the attacker (a compromised server could for example, use a subliminal channel) it does have the potential to increase the time required for the attacker to become aware of whether a specific malicious request has succeeded or failed, and the length of code needed for the attack.
D. Modelling Indirect Attacks
When modelling the FORTRESS system, we note that there are two possibilities for system compromise. Either one or more proxies are compromised, and hence direct attacks are launched at the primary, or all proxies are correct and hence only indirect attacks are launched at the primary. So, the definition of the probability of the primary being compromised in a given unit time-step becomes:
1) If a proxy node is compromised by the start of the unit time-step then we allow the attacker to attack the primary with probability α of compromising it during this unit time-step. This is a direct attack as it is generated by the compromised proxy node and sent directly to the server node. 2) If no proxy node is compromised by the start of the unit time-step then we allow the attacker to attack the primary with probability κα of compromising it during this unit time-step. This is an indirect attack as it is generated by the client and sent to the server node via an unintruded proxy node. We define κ to be the indirect attack coefficient, such that 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 . This models the extra difficulty present in attacking a node indirectly. When κ = 0 indirect attacks are not possible and when κ = 1 they are as effective as direct attacks.
E. Expected Lifetime Evaluation
Now that we have developed models that specify the probability of system compromise in each unit time-step, we can use these models to determine the expected lifetime (EL) until system compromise. We determine the expected lifetimes using Markov Chain techniques for PBPO systems and FORTRESS systems with infinite diversity, Time-dependent Stochastic Process techniques for PBSO systems, and MonteCarlo methods for FORTRESS systems with finite diversity.
1) Finite vs Infinite Diversity:
There are two classes of diversity we consider when comparing systems, finite and infinite. In both cases the number of executables created is finite as the size of the randomization key is finite; infinite diversity is only infinite from the point of view of an attacker.
In the finite class, we assume that once a given executable is compromised, the attacker will be able to re-compromise that executable again in a negligible amount of time. The attacker is assumed to have gained some information from compromising the executable that allows him to identify it when it is encountered in the future, and launch a rapid attack that is guaranteed to compromise the executable.
In the infinite class however, either it is not possible for the attacker to identify a previously compromised executable, or to easily re-compromise it. Hence, from the attacker's point of view, every executable he encounters is a new one and this is modelled as if the pool of diverse executables is infinite.
F. Results
All systems were considered across the intrusion probability range α = 0.00001 to α = 0.1.
We note that the amount of diversity available does not directly affect the expected lifetime of a primary-backup system, even when proactive obfuscation is used. This is due to the fact that the primary-backup system is compromised as soon as the primary is compromised, so the entire system becomes compromised at the same time as the first executable becomes compromised.
The amount of diversity available does indirectly affect the expected lifetime, as, in practice, smaller α values are only likely to be available with larger amounts of possible diversity.
We begin by comparing the PBSO system to the PBPO system. A comparison of the expected lifetimes of these two systems is shown in Figure 2 . This demonstrates that proactive obfuscation results in almost a 2-fold increase in expected lifetime for primary-backup systems, a relationship that holds for all α values considered.
We next consider the FORTRESS system when indirect attacks are not possible.
A comparison between the PBPO system and the FORTRESS system with diversity of 2 16 over the range α = 0.0001 to α = 0.01 is presented in Figure 3 . (In the bar chart of Figure 3 , the expected lifetimes of the PBBO and FORTRESS systems are shown from left to right in the stated order.) Figure 3 shows that the FORTRESS system considerably outperforms the PBPO system for this diversity level, for all values of α.
A comparison between the PBPO system and the FORTRESS system when the intrusion probability is fixed and diversity is allowed to vary is shown in Figure 4 . This shows that the PBPO system slightly outperforms the FORTRESS system with 2 3 diversity, and is outperformed by the FORTRESS system with all other levels of diversity.
We then consider the situation when indirect attacks are possible. A comparison between the PBPO system and the FORTRESS system with diversity of 2 16 as the indirect attack coefficient varies is presented in Figure 5 . This shows that the FORTRESS system outperforms the PBPO system except Diversity as α Varies when κ is close to 1. We note that, even when κ = 1, the FORTRESS system outperforms the PBSO system.
V. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE OVERHEAD
We considered two types of applications when evaluating the performance overhead cost. The first of these was a relatively small scale web application allowing clients to request a service and check on the progress of that service. The second system considered was a large scale web application using web server and application server layers for load balancing.
In each case we constructed a PBSO system and a FORTRESS system and compared the latency and throughput, and derived an estimate for the upper bound on time taken for migration in the FORTRESS system from the latencies Latency and throughput metrics were measured for the FORTRESS system over a range of migration interval values. We note that migration interval, the time between node replacements, is the same time interval that was termed the unit time-step when evaluating expected lifetime until system compromise.
The overhead metrics are calculated as follows:
Increase in Latency = ML of FORTRESS -ML of PBSO ML of PBSO Decrease in Throughput = T of PBSO -T of FORTRESS T of PBSO where ML and T are mean latency and throughput respectively.
A. Small Scale System
The system consists of a simple Java EE application that would take requests for jobs to be added and requests for the status of a current job. These jobs were stored in a database co-located with the application. This application was then expanded to enable database updates to be propagated to backup nodes as a part of the primary-backup system. 1) System Specification: A FORTRESS framework consisting of four components was implemented in Java EE. The first of these components was an application wrapper to handle state transfer between incoming and outgoing server nodes. The second component was a proxy to pass requests and responses between clients and servers. The third component was a name server that provided the IP addresses of the current servers. The fourth component was a controller unit that sent messages to the other components at appropriate intervals.
2) Testing Strategy: Testing was performed using 21 host machines on a local area network. The first 20 of these hosts were used to run 4 sets of 3 servers, 2 sets of 3 proxies, 1 controller unit and 1 name server. The remaining host was used to run 5 instances of the client code. Each instance of the client made a series of 100000 requests, alternating between add job requests and get status requests. The average latency and throughput were calculated from the start and end times of the requests sent. The contents of the requests and responses were stored, along with the contents of the database on the primary and backups after the last request was received. We note that each stored job request contained 38 bytes of data, so, as half of the requests sent were add job requests, the system state being transferred increased linearly until it was 9.5MB. This testing was then repeated using one set of three servers in a primary backup configuration, with the same number of client instances and requests.
3) Results: The contents of the databases on the active primary and backup servers were found to be correct after all tests. The increase in latency and decrease in throughput as migration interval varies are shown in Figures 6 and 7 .
The efficiency measurement shows us that, for a migration interval of 70 seconds or greater it is possible to achieve a decrease in throughput of less than 10%, and an increase in latency of less than 15%. Even a migration interval of 20 seconds results in a decrease in throughput of less than 30% and an increase in latency of less than 45%.
The implications of these overheads are very much dependent on the way in which the systems to be fortified are used. For example, in the test system studied, a 40.83% increase of latency results in latency jumping from 81.8ms to 115.2ms, an increase of 33.4ms. If a user is making a request of the system and using that request when it is returned, a 33.4ms increase in the time to receive it will be unnoticeable. On the other hand, if another system is making a series of requests, each depending on the result of the request before, then these 33.4ms delays may add up and cause a performance decrease.
The maximum latency recorded for FORTRESS was 396ms (recorded when the migration interval was 90 seconds); maximum latencies for other migration intervals did not differ by more than 28ms. The maximum latency recorded for PBSO was 287ms. The minimum latency recorded for FORTRESS and PBSO were 49ms and 44ms respectively. Thus, the time taken for re-obfuscation can be estimated to have never exceeded 396 − 287 < 110ms.
Decrease in throughput is more likely to be a concerning factor in commercial systems, rather than the small increase is mean latency or even delays of up to 110ms occurring during re-obfuscation. The smaller the migration interval, the more difficult it is for an attacker to gain an intrusion and the larger the overhead. Thus, a trade-off between overhead and intrusion resilience is necessary. Further, using hardware resources powerful enough to allow the system to handle peak demand with a sufficiently small migration interval helps to achieve a higher degree of intrusion resilience.
B. Large Scale System
We began by building a simple web application implementing the functionality of an online store. This application consisted of a web server that received client requests and forwarded any request for dynamic content to an application server. The application server then generated the dynamic content, making use of a database, and returned it to the web server. The web server added static content and then returned this to the client. We then replicated this application at the web and application server levels. The application servers became the servers in our FORTRESS system, and the web servers became the proxies. The database was unreplicated.
1) System Specification: Each server node ran two pieces of software; an Apache Tomcat server that executed the web application, and an application wrapper that could start and stop the Tomcat server when it received a message from the controller unit. A shared database was used by the Tomcat servers to retrieve product information.
All state transfer was handled through Tomcat's clustering functionality. The current primary, current backups and the replacement nodes for the next unit time-step were all part of the same cluster. Then, when migration was required, the primary and backups were stopped, and three new nodes were brought into the cluster. The cluster was set up in such a way that processing would always be performed by the primary unless it was necessary to failover to the first backup. Each proxy node ran two pieces of software; an Apache HTTP server and a proxy handler that could start and stop the HTTP server when it received a message from the controller unit. The HTTP server was configured to pass any requests it received to the cluster, and return any responses to the client.
The controller unit was implemented as a Java application which kept a list of the proxy and server nodes that were available or in use. It periodically instructed the current proxies and servers to stop, and new proxies and servers to start.
2) Testing Strategy: Testing was performed using 21 host machines on a local area network, configured in the same way as in section V-A2.
Server performance was measured for two web pages. The first of these was a simple JSP page containing text and an associated session. The second was a product search page from an online shopping cart, requiring database access to generate dynamic content. Apache JMeter was used for all tests other than session handling. JMeter was set to generate 20000 requests from each of 100 clients running simultaneously for the first page and 20000 requests from each of 50 clients running simultaneously for the second page.
After each test, the system was allowed to run until 20 migrations had occurred and the session variables were checked to determine whether system state had been preserved.
3) Results:
In both the experiments, session variables were found to be correct after all migrations. The increase in latency and decrease in throughput are shown against migration intervals in Figures 8 and 9 . These results show that encapsulating an online shopping system within FORTRESS does not necessarily lead to a large performance overhead.
We observe in Figures 8 and 9 that increase in mean latency and decrease in throughput caused by FORTRESS are less than 25% in large applications when migration intervals are 60s or mode. Below 60s, mean latency is noticeably increased.
When migration intervals are small, increase in mean latency is due to the fact that a larger percentage of time is spent in transferring state to newly obfuscated nodes, resulting in more requests being delayed from being processed due to One possibility for reducing the mean latency in a production system is to offset the migration periods of several different FOTRESSed application servers, and use load balancing hardware (which is usually present in large scale distributed systems) to allocate the majority of requests to nodes that are currently not engaged in state transfer.
We note that small migration periods are only needed when an attacker must be presented with small windows of time in which to attempt to compromise application servers. Hence small migration periods are only needed when presented with an attacker who has a relatively strong ability to compromise application servers. These are just the circumstances when it may be worth the cost of providing additional servers to cope with the overhead of frequently migrating servers.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented FORTRESS, an intrusion-resilient primary-backup system, that makes use of proactive obfuscation and a proxy tier for reducing the effectiveness of derandomization attacks. The increases in intrusion resilience provided by this system relative to a normal primary-backup system have been evaluated and shown to be significant. The performance overhead of the FORTRESS system has been evaluated experimentally and found to be reasonably low even for a large web-based application, such as an online store, except when intervals of proactive obfuscation become smaller than a minute.
